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The Air Chiller offers energy 

efficiency that is superior to 

other chillers using eco-friendly 

gas. This is the benefit of Air 

Chiller innovative technologies.

As the outside air is induced draft the 

cooling pads, the air changes its 

characteristic the constant wet-bulb line 

as indicated on the Psychometric Chart. 

This change caused by the vaporization 

of the water on the pads surface result in 

temperature drop on air.

Air Chiller

Eco Friendly Air Cooling System 



The EcoFresh Energy Recovery Wheel, which 

recovers total energy (sensible as well as 

latent), assists in meeting all the 

requirements of Indoor Air Quality (IAQ), 

humidity control and energy saving.
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Ami Cooling System is a leading global 

provider of gasketed plate heat exchangers 

all characterized by its compact design and 

high thermal efficiency. Used in Fluid & Gases, 

we continuously push technology forward.

Enthalpy Heat Wheel

Gasketed Plate Type Heat Exchanger



It is the most common type of heat 

exchanger in Power Plant, Chemical 

Industry, Textile Industry, Air Condition 

Industry, Pharma Industry, Food and 

Beverages, Plastic Industry, Dairy 

Industry, Laboratory Industry, IT Industry, 

Printing Industry, Refrigeration Industry. 

and many more applications.

Mould Temperature control unit, for the 

application of different industries, have 

different terminologies, but are also called 

high light mould temperature, cooling 

speed hot speed mould temperature.

Shell & Tube Type Heat Exchanger

Mould Temperature Controller



The range of  Bio Gas Dryer  that we 
offer is mainly used for Gas engine. It 
adopts heat-absorbing and cools the 
Gas and remove s moisture  from the 
gas. It also helps to keep the 
temperature according to usage of gas 
engine.

Our precision-engineered range of Water, 
Oil and Gas chillers are provided with 
modular remote control system and 
superior quality water pumps. Easy to 
install, these chillers save electricity cost 
and hence are largely demanded in the 
market.

0.5 Tr. to 100 Tr. Water Cooled & Air Cooled 
Chillers. 

Bio Gas Dryer

Water Chiller



Industrial Robot

Robotic Arm is made for different application 
areas like Robotics & Artificial Intelligence, 
Computer Vision, Industrial Automation and 
Embedded Systems.

Parabolic trough is a concentrating solar collector. It is there since many years, generating electricity in 
solar power plants. It has just been a bit too expensive to compete with fossil fuels.

Parabolic Trough



Air dryer and 
A revolving drum and purposefully placed flights combine to elevate and shower product uniformly through the air 
stream. Thermostatically handled discharge air temperature guarantees accurate final moisture and...

Rotary dryers are used for drying wet powders and cakes, which are easily breakable and dispersible. 

IQF freezer are manufactured using latest machines, 
production techniques and as per international 
quality norms. Our range of IQF freezer includes IQF 
Freezer, IQF Freezer For Seafood, IQF Freezer For Fruit, 
IQF For seafood and Fruits Vegetable IQF Machines

We offers a wide range of ice block machine which 
is assembled from world first class components 
and so they are highly effective, durable and give 
better performance. These plants are easy to 
operate and easy to maintain.

Individual Quick Freezing IQF Block Ice Machine

Air Dryer Rotary  Dryer / Powder Dryer
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And Many More...

Power Plant Chemical Industry Textile Industry Air Conditioning Industry 

Pharma IndustryPlastic Industry Dairy Industry Laboratory Industry

Food And BeveragesIt Industry Printing Industry Refrigerator

Segments We Serve


